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We seek to provide a different value to our audiences through unique applications and
services.

1. Introduction
An ecosystem designed to offer differential applications and services for developers and
entrepreneurs, as well as for the general public.
Powabit is born from the creative impulse of developers and investors with vast experience
in the crypto field. Which through deep analysis, identified needs and improvements in terms
of current services and decided to take action.
The main axis is to contribute to the growth and innovation of the blockchain.
The Powabit ecosystem is mainly defined as a group of four sub-ecosystems (called
modules) focused on different work areas, but with interoperable functionalities, to
guarantee a solid growth of all the entities participating in the ecosystem.
The modules are: PowaDAP, PowaNFT, PowaList and PowaEX.
The general utility token of the ecosystem on the BSC is Powabit ($POWA). Our Token
Partners ($BBTC and $EATH) are also integrated, which participate in several of the utilities
of the ecosystem.

2. Ecosystem modules
a. PowaDAP

An application platform designed to enhance the usefulness of projects and ventures within
the Blockchain.
PowaDAP is defined as D-SaaS (Decentralized Software as a Service).
Where developers and entrepreneurs can offer their audience different utilities with their
tokens.
What is a D-SaaS?
Decentralized Software as a Service
It is a variation of the SaaS (Software as a Service) concept.
Where technology tools and solutions are made available for projects and companies,
without them having to worry about their installation, maintenance or updating. To offer a
service to their clients, they could do it directly from the D-SaaS platform.
The "D" indicates decentralization, which implies a focus on "web3" services and interaction
with the blockchain.

Main tools of PowaDAP:
Powa Lottery:
Creator of personalized lotteries where various projects can carry out automated dynamics
with their own token, as well as entrepreneurs can carry out raffles with other tokens or
cryptocurrencies.

Powa D-Vote:
A useful decentralized voting tool to give the possibility to holders of tokens of a project to
address a critical issue about it through the issuance of votes, taking into account their
market share.
Powa Token designer:
An advanced innovative token creation system with greater customization capabilities and
administration panel, intended for entrepreneurs who do not write code.
Powa Launchpad:
Tool to create pre-sale and fairlaunch. We take the best features on the market and power it.
An entrepreneur can carry out his presale in a professional way, where in addition to having
a dashboard with advanced statistics and multiple functions, as well as a clear and simple
interface for its investors, he can have a customizable, informative and promotional landing
page.
Powa Market Maker:
An automated market making service for projects, with customizable settings and advanced
statistics.
Powa Trading Game (Alpha):
Price prediction game where you can make bullish, bearish bets using the ecosystem
tokens.
*Integration of POWA, BBTC and EATH progressively in some functionalities in a staggered
manner.

b. PowaList

Intelligent market listing and analysis platform, with statistics and recommendations based
on real-time data for the end user, which will allow them to find new opportunities efficiently,
as well as multiple customization and promotion tools for developers and entrepreneurs.
End users will have centralized information to be trained on everything they need to know
before making investments in digital assets, as well as being able to continuously monitor
them.
One of the interesting features of this module is the incorporation of services to support the
development of different third-party projects, through personalized assistance. All in one
place.
Development of custom tokens and dapps, marketing services, partnership, Market Making,
KYC, Audits and more in the future.

c. PowaNFT

Assets thought of utility and leisure. In addition to classic collectible offerings, we also offer
utility-based non-fungible token projects such as licensing, identification and authentication
tools.
Within this module we also have one of our most ambitious projects: Powa Worms, an NFT
game which has a strategically analyzed economy designed for constant growth and
deflationary action.

Powa Worms is an NFT video game with story mode and multiplayer. Where you will face
your unique characters (dynamically generated) to different challenges and battles through
different scenarios.
The game offers a reward system where the value of the assets received is based on a
deflationary economy and sustainable over time.
Powa Worms Official Website: powaworms.com

d. PowaEX

Exchange platform available to all users and especially new projects, since we believe that
there are very good ideas and initiatives that really deserve to have an adequate boost,
always taking meticulous care of the authenticity of said projects.
The platform has unique utilities such as: Multi-staking and Opportunity swap.
Multi-Staking is an investment tool, present in PowaEX, focused on seeking stability in the
value of rewards. If you deposit a coin, the system will not give you rewards in a single coin,
but will analyze the market value of all participating projects to give you a package of
distributed assets seeking to generate a more stable value in monetary terms, fighting in this
way with the volatility of a single market.
The opportunity swap is an investment tool where one can exchange a currency that is
scarce in our liquidity pool for another that abounds at a better price ratio than in
conventional markets. In this way we provide interesting opportunities for investors and help
to have stability in the liquidity of tokens of the different tools.

3. Token Partners

We add to our list the TP (Token Partners) Baby Bitcoin (BBTC), Everath (EATH) and
Powabit Token (POWA), who will have a participation in the economy of the Powabit
ecosystem, in utility within applications and services, as well as part of the income of the
ecosystem are injected into the market liquidity of these tokens.

a. Powabit ($POWA) (Token)

A standard utility token, developed to interact with the functionalities of the Powabit
ecosystem modules: PowaDAP, PowaList, PowaNFT and PowaEX. The ultimate goal of the
token is to provide versatility, burning mechanisms and low costs to operations on different
platforms.
The token features burn functionality with supply reduction. Integrating the token to the
different modules presents many opportunities for constant and automatic burning.
Token info: powabit.com/token

b. Baby Bitcoin ($BBTC)

Baby Bitcoin is a token focused on entertainment platforms, with a strong focus on social
actions (mainly helping children in situations of social vulnerability). It works as a utility and

contracting currency in different tools of the Powabit ecosystem, as well as receiving benefits
in the form of buybacks and liquidity injections by the ecosystem modules.
Token info: babybitcoin.finance

c. Everath ($EATH)

Everath is an experimental token based on market dynamics, managed by an oracle that
visualizes support and resistance in the market price and establishes purchase and sale
conditions based on it.
In Everath ($EATH) each purchase and sale transaction sends an event that is received by a
validation oracle, which is in charge of analyzing the price variation in the market taking into
account the last ATH that the token has reached. Based on the calculations, it determines a
support limit of -15% on the maximum price reached, if the price reaches said limit, the
contract will automatically limit sales through a contributory system called “Permanence
Award”, until the price reaches the price of the last ATH again.
Token info: everath.com

4. Transparency Policy
We have an updated information policy to provide security to investors in the Powabit
ecosystem, through the registration and justification of the mechanisms, processes and
other actions that are carried out.
It can be reviewed at:
powabit.com/transparency-policy
There is also a follow-up of actions executed in the block chain:
powabit.com/actions-logs

5. Disclaimer
Keep in mind that there are always risks associated with smart contracts. Buy at your own
risk. Powabit Ecosystem and Powabit Token are not a registered broker, analyst or
investment advisor, everything we provide on this site is purely for guidance, informational
and educational purposes.
All information in this document must be independently verified and confirmed. We do not
accept any responsibility for any loss or damage caused by reliance on such information or
services.

Take into account the risks involved in any negotiation carried out in any financial market.
Don’t trade money you can’t afford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a qualified
financial advisor before making any investment decisión.

